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This newsletter provides a snapshot of the sustainable finance agenda, analysis
of policy and regulatory initiatives, market trends, and the ongoing activities of
Sustainable Finance Ireland.
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▶ INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
PRESIDENT BIDEN MAKES NOMINATIONS FOR CHAIR
AND VICE-CHAIR OF THE US FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

investments are expected to finance a significant amount of
new clean energy capacity globally.

US President Joe Biden has renominated Chairman Jerome
Powell and nominated the board’s current governor Lael
Brainard to serve as the vice-chair of the Board. Biden cited
the need for economic stability and to “accelerate the Fed’s
effort to address and mitigate the risks - the risk that climate
change poses to our financial system and our economy.”
In acknowledging their nominations both Powell and
Brainard also cited the need to address the evolving risks
posed by climate change, and to ensure the sustainability of
the economy for future generations.

▷ READ MORE HERE

▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
COMMENT: IN CONTINUING THE US’S HEIGHTENED STANCE ON CLIMATE CHANGE
DURING THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION, THE NATION IS FOLLOWING LEADERS LIKE
THE EU IN ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE VIA MONETARY POLICY AS OVERSEEN
BY THE ECB. MAIREAD MCGUINNESS EUROPEAN COMMISSIONER FOR FINANCIAL
MARKETS, FINANCIAL STABILITY AND THE CAPITAL MARKETS UNION SAID IT
WOULD BE A CHAOTIC WORLD WITH CLIMATE AND FINANCIAL INSTABILITY.

FCA PUBLISHES DISCUSSION PAPER TO LABEL
INVESTMENT PRODUCTS
To coincide with COP26 Finance Day, the UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) released a discussion paper inviting
feedback on its proposals to introduce a new sustainability
disclosure and investment labelling regime. The paper
sets out FCA’s proposals to establish a three-tiered and
standardised approach to disclosures and labelling, being (i)
an investment product label, (ii) a consumer-facing productlevel and (iii) more detailed supplemental disclosures aimed
at more institutional investors at product and entity level
on sustainability risks, opportunities, and impacts. Limb (iii)
builds on and broadens the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations.
▷ READ MORE HERE AND HERE
COMMENT: A RECENT SURVEY CARRIED OUT BY THE FCA FOUND THAT 80% OF
INVESTORS WANT THEIR MONEY TO “DO SOME GOOD” WHILE GENERATING
FINANCIAL RETURNS. HENCE, INVESTORS NEED HIGH QUALITY AND CREDIBLE
INFORMATION FROM COMPANIES. THE FCA’S DISCUSSION PAPER ENCOURAGES
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENGAGE IN THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING AN OBJECTIVE AND
CONSISTENT LABELLING SYSTEM TO ACHIEVE THIS.

EIB AND ALLIANZGI LAUNCHING NEW CLIMATE FUNDS IN
EMERGING AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
The European Investment Bank (EIB) and Allianz Global
Investors (AllianzGI) have established the Emerging Market
Climate Action Fund (EMCAF) with a target size of EUR500
million. As well as EIB and AllianzGI, the fund-of-funds will
have investments from the Governments of Germany and
Luxembourg, the Nordic Development Fund, and Swedish
insurer Folksam. The EMCAF will invest in projects aimed
at climate mitigation, climate adaptation, and access to
electricity in emerging markets and developing countries. Its

COMMENT: BRINGING TOGETHER PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INVESTORS SUCH AS KFW
ON BEHALF OF THE GERMAN FEDERAL MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND
THE NORDIC DEVELOPMENT FUND (NDF), THE EMCAF IS INCREASINGLY SEEN AS
A KEY WAY TO HELP THE WORLD REACH ITS CLIMATE GOALS. EMCAF ASPIRES TO
BE A EUROPEAN FLAGSHIP IMPACT INVESTING INITIATIVE, AN INVESTING STYLE
THAT AIMS TO TRACK AND MEASURE THE IMPACT OF THE PROJECTS IT BACKS.

SIX PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS TO COMBAT CLIMATE
CHANGE WITH SCIENCE BASED TARGETS
Extending its reach into the investment community, the
Science Based Target initiative (SBTi), together with the UN
Principles for Responsible Investments and signatories of
Initiative Climat International, have launched new tailored
guidance for private equity (PE) firms. The launch comes as
the group announced that the first six PE firms – Astorg, Bregal
Investments, FSN Capital, Hg, Intermediate Capital Group and
Investindustrial whose combined assets under management
of EUR133 billion have had their emissions goals validated as
being in line with a 1.5° Celsius warming trajectory. Another
five PE firms are expected to have their SBTi targets approved
within two years. The guidance identifies challenges PE firms
commonly face to develop and achieve targets, and provides
recommendations to overcome these common barriers,
taking regional differences into consideration.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: THE MOVE BY SBTI COULD PROVE SIGNIFICANT GIVEN PE HAS
LONG BEEN REGARDED AS SOMETHING OF A CHALLENGE TO INVESTOR-LED
DECARBONISATION EFFORTS, GIVEN COMPANIES THAT ARE MOVED INTO
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP CAN BE LESS EXPOSED TO THE INVESTOR PRESSURE AND
CLIMATE DISCLOSURE RULES IMPOSED ON PUBLICLY LISTED FIRMS.

SINGAPORE’S CENTRAL BANK AND FINANCIAL
REGULATOR TO PILOT DIGITAL PLATFORMS FOR BETTER
DATA DISCLOSURE
Earlier this month, the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) announced an initiative to partner with financial
technology providers and finance industry participants to
launch four ESG and sustainable-focused data platforms.
The four interoperable platforms were launched under the
MAS’ Project Greenprint and aim to alleviate the data gap in
the financial sector in accessing high quality, consistent and
granular sustainability data. The platforms will target areas
including ESG disclosure, data orchestration, registration, and
interconnection. The pilot platforms will be completed in the
second half of 2022.
▷ READ MORE HERE
COMMENT: LAUNCHED IN DECEMBER 2020, PROJECT GREENPRINT AIMS TO HELP
MOBILISE CAPITAL FOR GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCE BY HARNESSING
TECHNOLOGY AND TRUSTED DATA.
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▶ SPOTLIGHT
FINANCING A JUST TRANSITION ALLIANCE: 2021 REPORT
In November 2020, more than 40 banks, investors and financial
institutions joined forces with universities and trade unions in
the UK to launch the ‘Financing a Just Transition Alliance’ (the
Alliance). The Alliance recently published a report setting out
the steps required to deliver a just transition in the UK and
the initial efforts of financial institutions towards achieving
that goal. Although the report is written with the UK’s climate
goals in mind, several implications and actions can be applied
in the international context.
The report makes recommendations in three priority areas: (i)
finance, (ii) place, and (iii) policy. There are five sub-categories
within finance. First, in terms of strategy and leadership,
organisations should embed the just transition strategies
into climate strategies and financing plans, supported by
the Board, and communicate the importance of the just
transition both internally and externally. Second, in order to
increase engagement, the just transition strategies should
be integrated into engagement on corporate net-zero plans
amongst interested stakeholders, such as investors and
the companies they hold, banks and the customers and
clients they lend to, trade unions, communities, and civil
society. Third, investors should make it clear to potential
investees and clients that a key consideration when deciding
whether to allocate capital is whether and to what extent a
company is committed to positive social impact for workers,
communities, and consumers on the road to net-zero. The
fourth limb under the finance priority area is policy dialogue
and the need to encourage local and national policymakers
to provide the incentives, rules and blended finance needed
to scale up investment in net-zero activities. Finally, the report
highlighted the importance of a financial institution reporting
its positive social and environmental impacts at both the asset
and system level to their clients and stakeholders.
The second priority area is place-based financial action,
which recognises that net-zero transition has a profound
geographical dimension and its delivery should seek to
overcome regional inequalities. A key element of place-based
financial action is supporting small- and medium-enterprises
(SMEs) and developing climate finance hubs to nurture
innovative local solutions. The final priority area highlighted
in the Alliance’s report is government policies, which consists
of two sub-categories. First, the need to put the just transition
at the heart of net-zero policies. This ranges from catalysing
investment in skills and human capital and supporting
workers in high carbon sectors to setting up a commission
to provide expert guidance across government, helping it
develop common approaches and sector priorities. Second,
designing financial policies to support the just transition,

which entails incorporating fairness and social considerations
into fiscal policy, using the social value framework in public
procurement, and strengthening the social dimension in the
UK’s updated Green Finance Strategy.
▷ READ THE REPORT HERE

GLOBAL LANDSCAPE OF CLIMATE FINANCE 2021
As capital markets have started to consider the urgency of
climate change, capital flows have become more aligned with
a pathway towards low-carbon development. The 2021 edition
of Global Landscape of Climate Finance by the Climate
Policy Initiative highlights trends in climate-related primary
investments and identifies areas that require more ambition
to avoid the catastrophic effects of climate change.
Overall, climate finance on a global scale reached USD632
billion in the period 2019/2020, a 10% increase from 2017/2018.
For comparison, annual climate-related financing flows in
2017/2018 and in 2015/2016 were around 24% higher than
previous periods, which means that the flows into climate
finance have plateaued in the last few years. Regarding
private finance, private actors account for about half of
the total amount (49% – USD310 billion). Corporate entities
remain the largest contributor of private financing, taking
up 40% of the USD310 billion. However, its proportion has
fallen from 57% previously. The second largest contribution
comes from commercial financial institutions, accounting
for 37%. The remaining actors in the private finance sector
are institutional investors, funds, and households. The other
half of the total climate-related financing stems from public
entities. Development financial institutions (DFIs) provide the
majority of public flows, half of which are funded by national
DFIs. Government budgets and spending increase 17% as
compared to 2017/2018, reaching USD38 billion in 2019/2020.
The report also breaks down the total amount by uses
of proceeds and sectors. The vast majority of climaterelated financing goes towards activities for mitigation and
adaptation. In terms of sectors, renewable energy sector and
low-carbon transport receive most of the investments, mostly
from private actors. Geographically, 75% of climate financing
flows concentrate in fewer than 25 countries in East Asia
and Pacific, Western Europe, and North America. Finally, the
report sets out four recommendations to increase funding to
climate finance that may limit global warming to 1.5° Celsius:
(i) increasing the scale of climate finance, (ii) improve data on
credible climate action and impact, (iii) coordinated net zero
commitments with clear transition and interim plans, and
(iv) focussing on the nexus between the environment, the
economy, and the people.
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▶ SPOTLIGHT
As private and public finance were key areas for discussion at
COP26, the total amount of investments in climate-related
projects is expected to increase to meet the target of at least
USD100 billion annually for developing countries to mitigate
and adapt to climate change risks.
▷ READ THE REPORT HERE

EURONEXT GROUP ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PLAN TO
2024
Euronext Group, a pan-European stock exchange, recently
announced its new strategic plan “Growth for Impact 2024”,
putting sustainable finance at its heart.
The
plan
has
5
strategic
priorities
namely,
Leverage Euronext’s integrated value chain, Pan-Europeanise
Euronext CSDs, Build upon Euronext’s leadership in Europe,
Empower sustainable finance through an ambitious climate
commitment for Euronext that aims to make a tangible
impact on its partners and clients, with the launch of the Fit
for 1.5° climate commitment, and also through an enhanced
inclusive people strategy, and Execute value-creative M&A..
Stéphane Boujnah, CEO and Chairman of the Managing
Board of Euronext said:

“Euronext
aims
at
making
an
impact
on its industry and its ecosystem for the benefit
of its clients, team members and stakeholders. The
Group has initiated a very ambitious ESG strategy
to align with the 1.5-degree trajectory on climate change.
The development of Euronext’s team members will
be central, and we will rely on our integration model
and diversity strategy to achieve the greatest impact”
Through its sustainable finance priorities, Euronext will
focus on climate and people. They have announced their
“Fit for 1.5°” climate commitment. This will entail setting
science-based quantitative climate targets by signing the
“Business Ambition for 1.5°C”, a campaign led by the Science
Based Targets initiative in partnership with the UN Race
to Zero campaign. The detailed quantitative targets will
be announced in H1 2022. Euronext also plan on moving
their Core Data Centre to a green facility powered by 100%
renewable energy.
Turning attention to its people, the Euronext Managing Board
and Supervisory Board have reached their gender diversity
targets in two years, with 30% and 40% gender diversity
respectively already delivered. Euronext plan to go further and
will reach a 30% target in all the local Boards of the regulated
markets and in the Senior Leadership Team by 2024.
▷ READ MORE HERE

Supported by Sustainable Finance Ireland, the Sustainable
Finance Skillnet (SFS) is a national learning network that aims
to upskill the workforce of Ireland’s financial services sector
so that the sustainable finance agenda can continue to grow
and accelerate, in line with the Irish Government’s Ireland for
Finance strategy, and Ireland’s recently launched Sustainable
Finance Roadmap.
Any sustainable finance course can generally be supported by
the SFS, for examples of such courses please visit the website
at sfskillnet.sustainablefinance.ie
The SFS can support up to 60% on relevant course fees with
the remaining matched funding met by the candidate’s

employer. Please connect with the Sustainable Finance
Skillnet team at skills@sustainablefinance.ie for more
information.
All of the courses are available to any Irish-based employee of
a financial services sector company on a first come/first serve
basis, so please get in touch to avoid disappointment.
If any readers have identified other sustainable finance
courses not listed on our website or your company would like
to do in-house sustainable finance training, please connect
with the SFS team via the above contact.
New SFS course announcements will be advertised in this
monthly newsletter on an ongoing basis.
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▶ THE BIG READ

The much-anticipated global climate summit COP26 finally
took place after a year-long delay due to the COVID-19
pandemic. This week’s Big Read shines a light on Finance
Day as well as other notable commitments made by the
participating countries during the conference.

Ultimately, while the Glasgow Climate Pact mentioned that it
was the responsibility of developed countries to support the
SNLD, it did not set out a pathway to do so. However, with 12
mentions of loss and damage in the final text, there is hope
that the issue will be in focus again at COP27.

CLIMATE FINANCING DEVELOPING NATIONS

RULES ON CARBON MARKETS

Framing COP26 from the outset was the recent
acknowledgement by developed countries that they had
failed to fulfil their commitment made in 2009 at COP15 to
mobilise US$100 billion per year until 2020 to help address
the needs of developing countries. This commitment was
reaffirmed and extended to 2025 in the 2016 Paris Agreement.
Three years later, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) found that climate finance
had reached US$79.6bn and, while official figures for 2020
are not yet available, Bloomberg estimates that $88-90bn
has been raised as of October 2021. Given the shortfall, the
governments of Canada and Germany last month published
a new “Climate Finance Delivery Plan” commissioned by
Alok Sharma the COP26 President, which outlines how and
when developed countries will meet the US$100 billion target.
While the plan finds that the target would likely not be met
until 2023, it encourages developed countries to recognise
that US$100 billion p.a. is a floor and not a ceiling. Additional
funding from Japan could push the timeline to one year
earlier.

International carbon markets can play a key role in reducing
global greenhouse gas emissions cost-effectively by sending
a clear signal to market participants: reduce emissions now or
pay a steep price later. Article 6 of the 2015 Paris Agreement
determines how countries can reduce emissions through
carbon credit trading, however it lacks detailed technical
provisions. Etching out the details of Article 6 was a primary
focus of COP26. In the final hours of the conference, longawaited agreements were made on a set of rules for global
trading of emissions reductions. Having these internationally
recognised standards will avoid multiple counting of
emissions reductions claimed by companies and countries.

Other concerns centre around the quality in finance being
offered. Many of the poorest, small island states find it difficult
to access climate funds provided by developed countries.
High-interest loans and other debt instruments are often
included in climate finance and even then it can take years
for the funds to reach those countries in need. While loans
for clean energy projects might make sense in wealthier
countries, they are less useful in poorer countries who are
vulnerable to “climate debt traps”.
Developing countries also highlighted the need for a new,
distinct stream of funding to support loss and damage caused
by climate change. Unlike the first two pillars of international
climate policy; mitigation and adaptation, the third pillar –
loss and damage – has not received specific funding prior to
COP26. As part of COP25, the Santiago Network was founded
to provide financial assistance for loss and damage (SNLD)
and developing countries at this COP sought to move SNLD
beyond a so-far virtual presence and operationalise it to provide
vulnerable developing countries with adequate technical
assistance to avert, minimise and address loss and damage.

By some estimates, the market for carbon trading in bilateral
deals and in a UN-supervised marketplace could be worth
US$100 billion. Demand is also booming in voluntary carbon
markets, with carbon credits used in the first eight months in
2021 surpassing all credits used in 2020. It is hoped that the
agreement at Glasgow will bring transparency, rigour, and
accountability to these vibrant carbon trading markets, which
were inherently susceptible to abuse due to issues such as lowquality offsets and double counting of emissions reductions.
One notable element agreed in the Glasgow Climate Pact is
that 2% of newly issued carbon credits will not be counted,
translating into further carbon emissions reductions.
There are, however, concerns surrounding Article 6. First,
allowing credits from the old mechanism – the Clean
Development Mechanism – will undermine the rigour of the
new market rules. The Clean Development Mechanism was
established under the 1997 Kyoto Protocol that put hundreds
of millions of carbon credits into the markets through projects
that were of poor quality, lacking in environmental integrity,
and would have happened anyway without such financial
support. The more credits there are on the markets, the more
room there is for polluters to offset their emissions, thereby
eroding climate goals. Second, while the agreement sets rules
to avoid double counting emissions cuts, the level of scrutiny
required to implement such rules is not clearly defined.
Responsibility ultimately lies with civil society to create the
norms and with governments to create the regulations
needed to ensure that carbon credits claims are transparent
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▶ THE BIG READ

and accountable. Finally, the 2% level of carbon credits
cancellation is considered too low to contribute meaningfully
to overall emissions reductions. Indeed, bilateral trades
in the markets remain exempt from a mandatory partial
cancellation, thereby slowing down efforts to cut emissions.
FORESTRY FUND
On November 2, 12 participating parties to COP26 announced
a global forest finance pledge, committing to mobilise US$12
billion for forest-related climate finance between 2021 and
2025. The twelve parties include Canada, Germany, France,
Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, the Republic
of Korea, Japan, the UK, and the US. In addition to US$12
billion of public funding, these countries committed US$7.2
billion of private capital to forest restoration and conservation
projects worldwide. Of the US$12 billion, the EU committed
EUR1 billion, a quarter of which would go to the Congo Basin,
covering eight African countries to protect the world’s second
largest tropical rainforest region and improve livelihoods
of its population. The pledge made by the EU at COP26
will be funded by the Neighbourhood, Development and
International Cooperation Instrument (NDICI) – Global Europe
instrument. The US also introduced a US$9 billion trust fund
at the US State Department to finance bilateral forest projects
with developing countries.
AN END TO FOSSIL FUEL FUNDING ABROAD
In a deal announced on November 4, 20 countries agreed to
end financing of fossil fuel projects abroad. Previously, several
countries had ended international financing for coal projects,
but this was the first time that oil and gas projects are to be
included in the list. The move built on efforts from the G7
meeting in May where all G7 members agreed to end funding
of coal developments overseas, despite resistance from Japan

and China, the latter being one of the biggest coal funders in
projects around the world. The signatories to this agreement
include the US, the UK, Canada, Switzerland, New Zealand,
and some developing countries that will receive fossil fuel
financing. The amount of capital diverted from financing
fossil fuel project overseas was estimated to be US$8 billion
a year, which may be applied towards funding low-carbon
projects. There are, however, loopholes to the agreement. The
countries will be able to develop their own domestic fossil fuel
projects, including oil and gas fields.
METHANE EMISSIONS PLEDGE
More than 100 countries signed the global methane pledge,
an initiative led by the US and the EU which aims to curb
methane emissions by 30% by 2030, representing an additional
lever that could help limit global warming. Research shows
that cutting methane emissions with current technologies
would curb global warming by 0.5° Celsius by 2100. The US
was the first country to put forward a concrete action plan on
this pledge, announcing a new regulation to limit methane
emissions from the oil and gas industry. The proposed
legislation requires companies to reduce their methane
emissions by 74% in 10 years, as compared with the levels
in 2005. If enacted, this methane pledge would prevent the
release of 37 million tonnes of methane by 2035, equivalent to
the annual carbon emissions of the US’s transportation fleet,
including commercial aircraft.
Although there are controversies around the Glasgow
Climate Pact, it is welcomed by many interested parties for its
doubling efforts in climate finance and requesting countries
to commit to more ambitious pledges. It now remains to be
seen how countries and society at large put into work all the
pledges made and agreements signed at COP26 before the
next global climate summit takes place in Egypt in 2022.

